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The
Scrubber
Dryer is
Evolving
MOTORSCRUBBER have pioneered in deep

have been developing ‘MotorScrubber FORCE’,

off the tool in seconds, meaning you can clean

cleaning small spaces for over 14 years, the ‘Small

a Worldwide patent pending, award winning,

the small spaces as you pass them with your

machine with BIG POWER’ has become the go to

super heavy-duty accessory tool to fit onto any

scrubber dryer and no more down time going

professional tool for deep cleaning all the hard to

medium or large scrubber dryer. By adding Force

back to the cleaning cupboard to grab a mop

reach areas the larger machines cannot reach.

to your scrubber dryer you can now machine

or smaller machine. Force delivers industrial

clean and dry 100% of the floor. Under benches

cleaning performance on a small scale, achieving

How was FORCE born?

in transport terminals, under production lines in

the same cleaning result as the larger scrubber.

Commercial buildings need a cleaning machine

factories as well as in and around secure fixtures in

Designed and built in Sheffield, England, every

with large tank capacities, large battery capacity

washrooms.

single component is specially selected as the

and industrial build quality able to withstand the

The major advantage is that Force connects

most durable component available; where added

rigorous daily cleaning of large open areas. Many

to your large scrubber dryer using one special

strength is needed, we use cast or machined

Manufacturers have fulfilled these user demands,

hose. Within the hose we connect Force to the

aluminium to create an industrial grade tool to be

however, there remains one challenge, we have

large scrubber dryers batteries, clean water tank

used by professionals.

discovered that most scrubber dryers are only

and suction. This makes Force so easy to use,

cleaning up to 85% of large floor surfaces, leaving

you don’t have an additional battery to charge, or

than buying a smaller scrubber dryer to clean

many areas untouched on the first pass. This

tanks to fill and empty, all of this is done on your

those small areas and can be fitted in less than

means the cleaning operative must return to the

large machine as routine.

30 minutes by a trained technician, through our

cleaning cupboard to retrieve a second smaller
machine, fill the tanks, charge its batteries, or even
worse, fill a mop bucket and erect wet floor signs

Force offers more advantages; you can clip

Force is extremely well priced, costing less

network of approved partners.
MotorScrubber FORCE - Clip on - Clip off Clean Anywhere!

waiting for the areas to dry, before returning the

We would love to show you how

equipment back to the cupboard. Consequently,

MotorScrubber FORCE can save you time,

this wastes huge amounts of time and the end

money and vastly improve hygiene in your

result is often poor cleaning performance on

building, please arrange a Demo by visiting

the remaining 15% of areas, which are equally

motorscrubberclean.com,

important to your company’s image.

email force@motorscrubberclean.com

In our example right, the blue areas

or call 0114 478 8710

highlighted are cleaned by a scrubber dryer, but
how are the red areas cleaned? Since 2016, we
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